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The recent discovery of spin-spin couplings between nuclei
across hydrogen bonds by Grzesiek and co-workers1,2 offers an
important new way to directly establish the presence of a large
number of hydrogen bonds in isotopically labeled bio-
molecules.1-5 While these parameters represent a valuable addition
to other NMR parameters for the characterization of structure and
dynamics of biomolecules in solution, a detailed theoretical
understanding is still missing. Theoretical insight into the nature
of these couplings is important, since it would assist their proper
interpretation, allow their prediction in new systems, and provide
a better understanding of hydrogen bonds in biomolecules in
general. Clearly, dipole-CSA cross-correlation-induced cou-
plings6,7 are generally too weak to cause these effects1 and residual
dipolar couplings can also be excluded as their origin.3 While
the experimental NMR data are consistent1-5 with the notion that
these couplings are electron mediated and thus scalarJ couplings,
a quantum-chemical analysis would help to resolve this question.

Here, we report a quantitative investigation of the trans-
hydrogen3hJNC′ coupling involved in polypeptide NsH‚‚‚OdC
hydrogen bonds2,4,5and scalar2hJNN couplings1,3 across NsH‚‚‚N
hydrogen bonds of Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen base pairs using
density functional theory (DFT). The calculations, which ad-
equately reproduce magnitudes and correlations with HN isotropic
shifts, provide a theoretical explanation of these couplings that
corroborates their quantum-chemical origin. The usefulness of
DFT has recently been shown for the interpretation of
trans-hydrogen bondJ couplings in strong, low-barrier
FsH‚‚‚Base hydrogen bonds.8

For all J-coupling calculations, the sum-over-states density
functional perturbation theory (SOS-DFPT),9 as implemented in
the deMon NMRprogram,10 was used. All majorJ-coupling
contributions were calculated including the Fermi contact (FC),
the paramagnetic spin-orbit (PSO), and the diamagnetic spin-
orbit (DSO) term, while the spin-dipolar (SD) term that is usually
only a small fraction of the leading FC term was neglected. The
couplings were calculated using the Loc.1 SOS-DFPT approxima-

tion,9 with the molecular orbitals localized by the method of
Boys.11 Following ref 9a the Perdew-Wang exchange functional
with the Perdew correlation functional was used.12 Numerical
quadrature was carried out on FINE RANDOM angular grids9c,10

with 64 radial shells. All calculations used the IGLO-III basis
sets.13 Isotropic shifts were calculated by methods described
previously14,15 using thedeMon NMRprogram.

To assess the accuracy of the computations of scalarJ couplings
in biomolecular fragments, first the isotropic intramolecular1JNH

coupling constant was calculated forN-methylacetamide (NMA).
The results given in Table 1 show that the dominant contribution
is due to the FC term. The magnitude of the coupling is roughly
10% smaller than the corresponding experimental value found
for protein backbone1JNH. This and other calculations of1J and
2J coupling constants in NMA and in the amidated alanine-alanine
dipeptide (Ala-Ala) suggest that the computational error generally
does not exceed about 10-15%.

Protein backbone hydrogen bonds for which a large number
of 3hJNC′ couplings were observed2,4,5 are modeled here by two
suitably spatially arranged NMA molecules (Figure 1). The3hJNC′
coupling constants were computed as a function of the hydrogen
bond lengthrNO and the out-of-plane tilt angleθ(OHNN)using the
method outlined above. As can be seen in Figure 1, the couplings
are all negative, as found experimentally,5 with absolute values
that are largest for a shortrNO distance and a linear H-bond
geometryθ(OHNN) ) 180°. For constantθ, the rNO distance
dependence of3hJNC′ is in good approximation exponential in
agreement with the empirical parametrization of ref 5. For
hydrogen-bond lengths and angular distributions that are typically
found in globular proteins, the calculated3hJNC′ coupling constants
range between-0.2 and -1.5 Hz, which covers the range
observed experimentally.2,5 The calculated couplings, however,
tend to be systematically larger in their absolute value as compared
to experiment. Two likely reasons are (i) motional processes that
are omnipresent in proteins and that may cause distortions of the
hydrogen-bonding geometry and (ii) the limitation of the NMA
molecules to realistically represent the protein backbone. In fact,
a computation for an Ala-Ala dimer withrNO ) 2.9 Å andθ-
(OHNN) ) 180° yields3hJNC′ ) -0.99 Hz, which differs by 8.3%
from the corresponding value of the NMA dimer (-1.08 Hz),
indicating that remote substituents can have a nonnegligible effect
also on trans-hydrogen bond couplings. The major contribution
to the 3hJNC′ coupling stems from the FC (96%) term, which is
dominated by two orbitals, each of them involving all peptide-
bond atoms of either one of the Ala-Ala monomers.

The previously reported correlation between isotropic HN shifts
and3hJNC′ couplings2 can be directly examined using DFT. A 2D
surface for the isotropic HN shift δ(HN) was calculated for the
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Table 1. Intramolecular1JNH Couplings in Hertz between15N and
1H of N-Methlyacetamide (NMA)

molecule 1JNH
FC 1JNH

PSO 1JNH
DSO 1JNH

tot b

NMA a -79.1 -2.5 -0.4 -82.0

a The N-H distance was set to 1.02 Å.b Experimental protein
backbone1JNH coupling constants typically vary between 90 and 100
Hz.
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NMA dimer using the methods described in ref 15 (based on the
Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation functional16 and IGLO-III
basis functions13) as a function of therNO distance and the angle
θ(OHNN). The close connection of this surface to that of Figure
1 is illustrated in Figure 2: for pairs ofrNO andθ(OHNN) values
found in the X-ray structure of ubiquitin17 the δ(HN) and 3hJNC′
parameters were extracted from the corresponding 2D surfaces
and plotted against each other. The linear correlation (r ) 0.98)
is in good agreement with the experimental findings reported
previously (ref 2, Figure 3).

Trans-hydrogen bond couplings2hJNN in nucleic acid base pairs
were measured with magnitudes varying between 6 and 7 Hz.1,3

We applied the computational protocol to Watson-Crick uracil-
adenine (U-A) and cytosine-guanine (C-G) base pairs with relative
arrangements as found in the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer19 and
also to the Hoogsteen adenine-thymine (A-T) base pair.20 The
results are summarized in Table 2. The computed couplings range
between 5 and 8 Hz, and2hJNN of U-A turns out to be larger than
that of C-G, which is in agreement with experiment.1,3 The
underestimation of2hJNN in the C-G pair is likely to be caused
by the angular distortion of this hydrogen bond in the Dickerson-
Drew dodecamer (see Table 2). For the Hoogsteen pair the
calculated coupling is 6.45 Hz. For all three base pairs the
dominant contribution arises from large FC terms with different
sign which partially cancel each other. These FC terms originate
from orbitals withσ bond character across the hydrogen bond.

In conclusion, we have shown that the recently detected trans-
hydrogen nuclear spin-spin couplings in proteins and nucleic-
acid base pairs can be explained by quantum chemical calculations
indicating that they have a predominantly scalarJ coupling
character. The nearly quantitative interpretation is based on
recently developed DFT methods allowing a detailed analysis of
their dependence on the hydrogen-bond geometry. The results
demonstrate the power of modern quantum-chemical methods for
the “ab initio interpretation” of scalarJ couplings in biomolecules
gradually overcoming the need of empirical parametrizations.
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Figure 1. Dependence of the trans-hydrogen bond3hJNC′ coupling
constant in aN-methylacetamide (NMA) dimer (upper right) as a function
of the hydrogen bond lengthrNO and the out-of-plane tilt angleθ(OHNN),
which describes a rotation of the right NMA molecule about thex axis.
θ ) 180° corresponds to a linear hydrogen bond. The 2D surface is
displayed as both a mesh and a contour plot (vertical projection with
contour lines drawn at-0.5, -1, -1.5, -2 Hz).

Figure 2. Correlation between the trans-hydrogen bond3hJNC′ coupling
constant and the isotropic HN chemical shift predicted from the X-ray
structure of ubiquitin17 and DFT computations. After addition of HN

protons to the X-ray structure, the backbone hydrogen bond lengthsrNO

and the out-of-plane tilt anglesθ(OHNN) were extracted. Using these
parameters the3hJNC′ coupling constant and the HN chemical shift were
determined from the NMA-NMA model of Figure 1 and plotted against
each other. The calculated HN shifts are given with respect to absolute
shieldings of TMS protons obtained at the same level of theory.18

Table 2. Computed2hJNN Couplings in Hertz between15N in
Nucleic Acid Base Pairs

donore acceptor 2hJNN
FC 2hJNN

PSO 2hJNN
DSO 2hJNN

tot

guaninea,b (N1-H1) cytosinea,b (N3) 5.40 -0.06 0.02 5.36
uracila,c (N3-H3) adeninea,c (N1) 7.67 -0.04 0.02 7.65
thymined (N3-H3) adenined (N7) 6.45 -0.02 0.02 6.45

a Watson-Crick base pairs with coordinates corresponding to the
4th and 6th base pair of the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer CGCGAAT-
TCGCG of ref 19b (for the calculation the T was replaced by U).b The
4th base pair (see footnotea) with r(N1-N3) ) 2.96 Å andθ(Ν1Η1Ν3)
) 164°. c The 6th base pair (see footnoteb) with r(N1-N3) ) 2.82 Å
andθ(N3H3N1) ) 174°. d Hoogsteen base pair with coordinates taken
from ref 20: r(N3-N7) ) 2.93 Å andθ(N3H3N7) ) 179°. e The N-H
bond distance was set to 1.04 Å in all conputations in accordance with
ref 20.
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